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Introduction
Historic Richmond recognizes the needs and challenges of designing new construction on vacant lots
within the City of Richmond’s Old & Historic Districts. We are committed to maintaining the historic
architectural integrity of Richmond while accommodating new buildings that will create our future
legacy. At The Branch Museum of Architecture and Design, we advocate thoughtful design that
investigates ideals of beauty, form, and function. In an effort to encourage a community based dialogue
on meaningful design, Historic Richmond with the assistance of The Branch, will be hosting Drawing on
History: Infill Design Competition.

What is infill? For the purposes of this competition, infill should be considered as any new construction
on a vacant, urban lot in an existing historic district. A growing interest in living in historic urban areas
has spurred an unprecedented amount of infill construction in our city, and with it the challenge of
addressing contemporary needs within neighborhoods that care deeply for the integrity of the historic
character and feeling of their buildings and streetscapes. In the spirit of community engagement of a
real-world challenge, two neighborhoods were selected as the subject of this theoretical design
competition: Union Hill and Jackson Ward (Figure 1). These neighborhoods are some of the oldest areas
of Richmond and are protected by local zoning ordinances as City Old & Historic Districts. The Handbook
and Design Review Guidelines (guidelines) for building in these districts provide room for interpretation
in the Standards for New Construction.

Figure 1. Jackson Ward and Union Hill (highlighted in blue, respectively).
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The Challenge
What does it mean to build new within an existing urban neighborhood that has both historic
significance and a unique identity? We invite anyone with an interest in design, including artists,
students, and professionals of any background to submit a set of designs for one of the three options
described below, each with a unique and real challenge. Entrants need not have any experience,
background, or professional certification in order to participate. While this is purely a theoretical
exercise, as the projects submitted will not be constructed, designs shall be either a single family or
multi-family, mixed-use project (including commercial) that fit within the context of that district.
The ultimate goal of this competition is to cultivate lasting dialogue among a diverse set of individuals
who share our passion for design, with special consideration for how the design process works within
the fabric of historic neighborhoods.
With this in mind, participants are strongly encouraged to explore a great variety of approaches to this
design challenge. Originality and creativity is highly desired, with consideration given to issues such as
variation of materials, sustainability, affordability, and the neighborhood’s sense of place.
Let the Standards for New Construction be your starting point, but as it stipulates, design “compatibility
does not mean duplicating the existing buildings or environment.”

Designs will be judged on the following criteria
1) The Standards for New Construction as defined by the Guidelines
“All new residential and commercial construction should be compatible with the historic
features that characterize their setting and context. To protect the context of the
surrounding historic district, new construction should reference the materials, features, size,
scale, proportions, and massing of the existing historic building or buildings in its setting.
However, compatibility does not mean duplicating the existing buildings or environment. In
order to avoid creating a false sense of history, new construction should also be discernible
from the old. Perhaps the best way to think about a compatible new building is that it
should be a good neighbor; one that enhances the character of the existing district and
respects its historic context, rather than being an exact (and misleading) reproduction of
another building.”
Meeting the Standards for New Construction as defined by the Guidelines is a requirement
to build in the proposed neighborhoods. The complete set of Standards for New
Construction and Guidelines can be found at
http://www.richmondgov.com/CommissionArchitecturalReview/documents/Old_Historic_D
ist.pdf.
2) Ability to address and meet the unique design challenge of the selected option (one of three)
3) Appropriateness of the design to the neighborhood’s sense of place
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Three Design Challenge Options

Union Hill

Figure 2. Union Hill Old & Historic District.

Union Hill is bound by Jefferson Park, Jefferson Avenue, 25th Street, Carrington Street, and Mosby Street.
Union Hill is bound by Jefferson Park, Jefferson Avenue, 25th Street, Carrington Street, and Mosby Street.
Similar in character, and sharing the border of Jefferson Avenue and N. 25th Street is Church Hill North,
another City Old & Historic District. Topography has played a considerable role in shaping the history
and architectural character of Union Hill. In the opening decades of the 19th century, area property
owners platted a number of lots and laid out streets that conformed to the early topographical
configuration of the neighborhood. The subsequent filling of ravines unified the divided and dramatic
landscape into a single “hill.” Richmonders in the first half of the nineteenth century, attracted by the
country-like environment of Union Hill and its proximity to the employment, services, and amenities of
the city’s urban core, established suburban homesteads in the area. The early homesteads consisted of
residences situated on large lots. Modest Greek-revival, side-hall, three-bay buildings are typical of
Union Hill’s early residential buildings. The rapid development of the neighborhood following the Civil
War changed the character of the neighborhood from suburban to urban. The residential architecture of
the post-war period is characterized by narrow detached townhouses or attached rowhouses. These
urban building forms, built of both brick and wood frame, generally have full-width front porches and
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shallow-pitched roofs. The Italianate style, distinguished by its use of bracketed cornices, was the
predominate style of building in the neighborhood between 1870 and 1890. The Queen Anne and
Colonial Revival styles became more popular around 1890.i
Distinctive Features of Union Hill
• Wide variety of architectural styles.
• Excellent examples of commercial and religious architecture.
• Unusual street grid that relates to neighborhood topography. ii
Many lots in this neighborhood follow the original street grid and are parallelograms. The orientation of
buildings vary lot by lot: some buildings are oriented towards the street while other are set at an angle
that follow the lot.

Figure 3. Princess Anne Ave at 21st St.

Figure 4. M St towards 21st St.
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Design Challenge Option 1:
One challenge of designing in Union Hill
is that many parcels are irregularly
shaped. Some house facades directly
face the street while others are set at an
angle. This unusual street grid creates
an undulating rhythm to the street and
is one of the character defining features
of Union Hill.
For this option, the parcel is a
parallelogram that measures 25’ wide
Figure 5. Typical setbacks in Union Hill.
by 150’ deep, set at a 15 degree angle.
Assume that the lot is located midblock and that there is no access to or from an alleyway.

150’

Parcel 1

25’
Primary Street
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Design Challenge Option 2:
Union Hill has a large number of vacant corner
lots. Historic buildings on corner lots tend to
address the street from both facades.
Both residential and mixed-use buildings are
found on corners. Residential homes tend to
be larger and mixed-use buildings typically
have commercial space on the first floor and
frequently, although not always, entrances set
at an angle to address the corner. Fenestration
and ornamentation address both streets.
The second option in Union Hill is to construct Figure 6. Corner buildings in Union Hill.
a building on a corner lot that measures 25’ by
100’. The lot is rectangular and has alleyway access along the rear property edge.

Alley

Parcel 2

Street
100’

25’
Primary Street
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Jackson Ward:

Figure 7. Jackson Ward Old & Historic District.

Jackson Ward lies between Belvidere Street, and 2nd Street, and Jackson Street and Marshall Streets.
During the last years of the 19th century and the first decade of the 20th century, Richmond was
considered the foremost African-American business community in the United States. Jackson Ward was
the heart of that community. The Ward took its name from James Jackson’s beer garden, a popular
saloon of the 1820’s located at Second and Leigh Streets. Today, Jackson Ward remains one of the least
altered residential neighborhoods in the City. There are excellent examples of Federal, Greek Revival,
Italianate and Queen Anne style houses throughout the District. Clay Street contains one of the finest
collections of ornamental cast iron fencing and porch railings in the country. Jackson Ward is the fifthlargest Old & Historic District in acreage but is the second-largest District in the actual number of
properties. Over 90 percent of the 485 properties were built in the 19th century, and over 100 date from
before the Civil War.iii
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Figure 8. Clay St at Monroe Ave.

The distinctive features of Jackson Ward are:
• Predominance of brick row houses.
• Small narrow lots with shallow set-backs, usually 10 feet or less.
• A high number of ornamental cast-iron fences and porches, and the widespread use of
cast iron for cornices, window caps and roof cresting.iv
The neighborhood has experienced a recent resurgence with interest from students, artists, restaurants,
boutiques, and architecture-lovers. It has also grappled with the effects of blighted houses with
unidentified owners that resulted in demolition of individual houses within the middle of a block of row
houses.

Figure 9. Typical houses in Jackson Ward.
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Design Challenge Option 3:
The challenge in Jackson Ward is to construct a
building located in the middle of an existing
block of historic houses. The lot shall measure
30’ wide by 150’ deep and have access to an
alleyway along the rear edge of the property.

Figure 10. Row houses in Jackson Ward.

Alley

Parcel 3

150’

30’
Street
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Judging
The jury will be comprised of a group of architects and design professionals who have a variety of
experiences with the Standards for New Construction, historic preservation, infill construction,
academia, and broader artistic design considerations.

Awards





Overall best design will receive a cash prize of $500.
First place student/professional will receive cash prizes of $250
Representative awards
People’s choice

Schedule
January 19, 2016 Competition opens
May 13, 2016 Final call for submissions due by 5:00pm
June 1, 2016 Winners will be notified and announced
June 9- August 31, 2016 Best-of submissions exhibited at The Branch
Winners will receive formal awards and prizes at a Historic Richmond event, still TBD.
Eligibility
The general public, individual or groups of students, professionals, and applicants of all backgrounds are
welcome to apply. Students’ semester work is encouraged. Applicants are welcome to submit up to one
application per option.
Employees of Historic Richmond and the Branch, and judges may not submit applications. Professional
affiliates of judges may submit applications but are not eligible for cash prizes.
Required Submission Materials







Entry form, see attached.
Drawings of all elevations and basic floor plans, 1’=¼” scale
One rendered perspective of the street view in any format or medium
Prospectus describing your work in 500-1000 words
Submit all materials as a single PDF in print quality
Submissions should be labeled as Last name_First name_OptionX.pdf, for group submissions
please list the contact person as the name on the file.

Please send submissions to drawingonhistory@historicrichmond.com.
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Competition Organizers
Historic Richmond. Historic Richmond is a non-profit organization dedicated to shaping the future of
Richmond by preserving our distinctive historic character, sparking revitalization and championing our
past and future architectural legacy. We are champions of the past and passionate fans of its future. For
more information visit HistoricRichmond.com.
The Branch Museum of Architecture and Design. The Branch, named in honor of its Tudor revival home
on Monument Ave — The Branch House — is this region’s preeminent design museum, with innovative
exhibitions, educational programs, and partnerships that elevate the understanding of design and
architecture in our community. We strive for a world where we are all passionate advocates for
thoughtful design. For more information visit Branchmuseum.org.

Sponsors

Proprietary Rights
Competitors shall retain copyright on their proposal. Historic Richmond and The Branch Museum have
the rights to use your submission in publication, both in print and online, and in promotions,
publications, and exhibitions. Competitors will be credited when submissions are used. All submissions
will be archived and will not be returned.

Please send any submissions, questions, or comments to drawingonhistory@historicrichmond.com.
i

City of Richmond. Department of Planning and Development Review. Old & Historic Districts of Richmond,
Virginia, Handbook and Design Review Guidelines. Updated January 2015.
ii

Ibid.

iii

Ibid.

iv

Ibid.
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